Eagle User Instructions
Features:
Precision Machined Aluminum & Stainless Steel Construction
Works with ANY 3/8"or 1/2" threaded CO2 cartridge
Acceleration immune regardless of orientation
Exhausts out the end so it can be completely housed INSIDE the avionics bay
Lightweight- about 4 oz without CO2
Works with BP or BP substitute
Works in a complete vacuum & in a deep freeze
Lifetime Tech Support & Lifetime Unconditional Warranty

Double Eagle Parts List:
Two Precision Machined Aluminum Housings
Two 3/8" & Two 1/2" Cartridge Adaptors
Two Dual Charge Cups
2 Puncture Piston Assemblies
Assembly Lube (Works the best of anything I have found)
Dual Charge Cup Disassembly Nut
Extra O-rings
Powder Measure Vials
Six 16gm CO2 ctgs, Two 23gm CO2 ctgs & Two 35gm CO2 ctgs

Double Eagle CO2 Ejection Kit

Instructions for Use
Step 1- Prepare the Dual Charge Cup
Remove the protective plastic cover from the e-match
Clip about 1/3 or so off of the length of the sheath
Re-install the sheath
Do this on both initiators
With Q-tip, generously apply lube to inside of Dual Charge Cup (This keeps epoxy from sticking)

Step 2 - "Pot" the initiators in the Charge Cup
Install the initiators into the charge cup leaving them exposed about 1/2"
Apply generous amount quick set epoxy to base of sheath as shown
Pull initiators into charge cup, as pictured below
Find some place to hang it while the epoxy cures

Step 3 - Finish Charge Cup Prep
When the epoxy is completely set, add pyro
Measure the pyro (4F, 3F Triple 7, in order of preference), fill to line
"Tap" the vial to settle powder for consistent results.
Dump pyro (Triple 7 shown) into Charge Cup, tap to settle.
Apply piece if high grade (3M or eq) painters tape to seal pyro
Trim with scalpel or "Exacto" knife
Set aside

Step 4 - Prepare the Housing
With supplied lube, use Q-tip to thoroughly lube the inside of the housing
Insert wires from Charge Cup into supplied plastic straw (Banned in OR and many major cities in CA
and WA☺) to facilitate feeding wires though housing
Insert plastic straw covered wires into housing
Lube Charge Cup with supplied lube as shown
Pull Charge cup into housing
Push with finger until the charge cup is just below the deck (A bit further than shown in last pic)

Step 5 - Finish preparing the Housing
Lube the Puncture Piston as shown
Insert Puncture Piston Assembly into housing
Press with thumb, sometimes it will completely seat...
Otherwise, use #2 pencil (Or wood dowel to push and seat both the Dual Charge Cup and the Puncture
piston completely into the Housing

Step 6 - Final prep
Choose the proper cartridge adaptor
Install Cartridge Adaptor to Housing
IMPORTANT - Avoid cross threading!
Push the CTG Adaptor into the Housing, turn COUNTER CLOCKWISE until you feel it "Click"
then turn clockwise threading the adaptor all the way in.
Do the same thing with the CO2 cartridge
On the 1/2" aluminum adaptor be sure to look into the device to be sure the spring is still centered
If you notice the spring is not centered, use your #2 pencil to reach in and center it!

Step 7 - The device is ready to be mounted (If it is not already!)

First setup and first flight - Thanks for the pictures, John Woody of Texas!
(Picture of John's MadCow AGM 58 being flown with K-700 was taken by Harry Spears, thanks!)

After use Disassembly & Cleaning
Step 1- Disassemble
Remove spent CO2 cartridge and examine
CO2 cartridge should have puncture hole of about .100" (2.5mm)
Completely disassemble device
Clip wire as close to the base of the Charge Cup as possible
Place Dual Charge Cup into the Disassembly nut as shown
Obtain or make a flat tipped punch that measures .093" or smaller

Step 2 - Push out spent e-match
With punch or improvised punch, tap out spent initiator with SMALL hammer
Remove initiator with needle nosed pliers or hemostats
Use 3/32" drill bit to ream small diameter holes if necessary to remove epoxy residue

Step 3 - Thoroughly Clean
With soapy hot water and an old toothbrush clean all parts
Dry with paper towel then air dry completely before re-use.

